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THE ETHNIC SENSITIVIIT OF SPANISH
NEW MEXICANS: A SURVEY AND ANALYSIS

JOSEPH V. METZGAR

THE ethnic sensitivity of Spanish-speaking New Mexicans has
been a subject for comment by historians, anthropologists, journalists, and other interested scholars and spectators of the New Mexico scene. Most of these writers have been "Anglo," and although
many show·a genuine sympathy for Nativos, they tend nevertheless to write sadly and regretfully of such sensitivity as if to place
some of the onus on the shoulders of Spanish New Mexicans
themselves.! To be sure, Nativo ethnic sensitivity exists. Anyone
who has lived for any length of time in New Mexico discerns it
sooner or later. Yet, one may ask, how does this sensitivity express
itself in the Gestalt-like identity complex of Spanish New Mexicans? And how does it relate to the historical record? .
. With these questions· in mind, the author embarked on an in. depth survey of the feelings of identity held by Spanish-speaking
and/or Spanish-surnamed people in Albuquerque. The survey was
conducted in the summer of 1972; using various agencies· and individuals to facilitate contact with the desired respondents. Such
agencies as community action centers, Catholic churches, Los
Padres, La Llave, the Albuquerque Technical-Vocational Institute, the United States Post Office, and others, were called upon to
cooperate in the venture and generally responded in very positive
and helpful ways. The result was that 229 respondents filled out a
rather lengthy questionnaire which included multiple-choice
answers and, more important, space for open.:ended responses including extended comments. The results are both interesting and
projective. 2
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There were four direct and critical questions in the survey on
the issue of identity. Table I shows two such questions and the
percentage of the various male and female responses.
TABLE I

5. Circle the word that you think best describes your ethnic affiliation and
explain your choice:
a. Chicano. b. Hispano. c. Mexican. d. Spanish-American. e. Other.
B. Female Responses
A. Male Responses
Chicano
.
23%
38%
Chicano
.
Hispano
.
9%
5%
Hispano
.
Mexican or
Mexican or
Mexican-Amer.
7%
4%
Mexican-Amer.
Spanish-Amero
. 54%
38%
Spanish-Amer.
American
. 7%
American
. 4%
Others
.
4%
Others. . .
.
. 5%
No Answer
.
2%
6. Circle the word that least describes your ethnic affiliation:
a. Chicano. b. Hispano. C. Mexican. d. Spanish-American. e. Other.
A. Male Responses
B. Female Responses
Chicano
16%
Chicano. . . . . . . .
26%
Hispano
14%
Hispano
15%
Mexican
32%
Mexican
37%
Spanish-Amero
12%
Spanish-Amero
6%
Others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4%
Others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2%
No Answer
22%
No Answer. . . . . . . . . .. 14%

One of the most obvious readings of these statistics is that many
more males than females prefer the term "Chicano" to describe
their ethnicity, this by a ratio of almost 2 to I. Furthermore, they
identify with "Chicano" as much as they do with the term "Spanish-American" (38% to 38%). On the other hand, a majority of
women prefer "Spanish-American," and in fact, if their preference
for "Hispano" were added to that total, the majority becomes
almost overwhelming, 59%, as opposed to a mere 23% who think
"Chicano" best describes their ethnic affiliation. To be sure, if
one adds the "Hispano" preference to the "Spanish-American"
selection in the male column, one finds that 47% of the males
prefer the Spanish-origin terms to describe their ethnic ties, but
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this is still less than a majority and not too much higher than those
who select the "Chicano" designation (a ratio of about 5 to 4).·
.Question no. 6 further corroborates the female aversion to the
term "Chicano." Twenty-si~' per cent of the women respondents
indicated that the "Chicano" designation least describes their
ethnic affiliation, as opposed to only 16% of the males; In fact, the
comments made by females show their negative response to the term
even more. Some women showed a highly emotional response to
"Chicano," although the explanations range from rather tame expressions of ignorance to those of outright hostility:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

"I don't know the meaning of the word."
"Never heard of them [Chicanos] before; it's always been Spanish
tome."
"I think saying Chicano puts a barrier on your nationality."
"All my life 1 claim myself Spanish-American and 1 just feel that
that is me. Chicano to me is like someone who is radical (my feeling only)."
"I don't think of .myself as Mexican. 1 don't like the word
Chicano."
"I detest the word Chicano. It sounds trite to me. . . . 1 feel it's
a word that was coined and really has no meaning to· me."
"1 hate the word Chicano."

There is a constant undercurrent of hostility to the term even when
that hostility is not directly and overtly expressed. For example, a
recent immigrant from Mexico challenged the use of the word with
these remarks: "Soy de Mexico. Me gustarfa s?ber a quitm se Ie
ocurrio 10 de 'Chicano.' Y como se 10 explica."3
On the other hand, one of the consistent reasons given by many
Nativos for rejecting the term is that it is associated with "Mexican" in their minds. As one 23-year-old secretary put it, "I consider
it a slang word for Mejicano." In fact, many men and women see·
it simply as a slang word and/or one having a connection with
Mexican origins. One 46-year-old, college-educated male,. who
claimed his ancestors came to New Mexico in 1636, explained his
rejection of "Chicano" by saying, "This label means or comes
from the Indian (Mechicanos) of Central Mejico." And as· a
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corollary to such reactions is the attitude held by several respondents that the term "Chicano" cannot be applied to the people of
New Mexico.· Such an attitude is undoubtedly the result of the
"Mexican" interpretation of the word.
The term rejected by the high~st percentage of both men and
women is "Mexican." Thirty-two per cent of the males choose the
word as that which least describes their ethnic affiliation, while
37% of females consider it in the same negative way. One 2o-yearold girl explained: "Mexican-I think cause [sic] most of the time
that is the most used when someone is being rude and calling a
Chicano names. Example-'dirty Mexican' etc." Another 2o-yearold female defined her attitude in much the same way: ''I'd rather
not be called Mexican because of the stereotype remarks that are
associated with it. Such as, lazy, dirty greaser, etc."
A 20-year-old male student explained his rejection of "Mexican"
by lamenting, "It makes me feel like if I were a wetback from
Mexico." An I 8-year-old boy rejected it "because it has been turned
into a bad name." And a 40-year-old accountant saw its pejorative
connotations as something peculiar to New Mexico: "I think in
this state it has a derogatory meaning."4
The predominant reason given by both sexes for not accepting
"Mexican" as an appropriate description of their ethnicity is that
they were not born in Mexico, have no Mexican ancestry, and have
no Mexican relatives. Some are willing to accept any of the terms
provided to describe ethnic identity, except "Mexican."
A college-educated, 36-year-old male commented on his answers
to Questions nos. 5 and 6 by writing:
My ethnic background is Espanol with no tie to any slang title;
I am an American by nationality and a Hispano by descent. Contrary
to popular belief I am least affiliated with the Mexican background.
The other made-up titles have a social relation to my background,
but merely because of geographical location I cannot relate that I
am a Mexican.

On the other hand, a 47-year-old woman social worker recalled:
"My parents always claim . . . [that] their ancestors came from
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Spain and that we do have a portion of Indian blood, so I don't
consider myself as a Mexican at all."
Why is there such intense wariness of being called "Mexican"?
If one searches through books on New Mexico published in the late
nineteenth or early twentieth century, one finds very little that
smacks of derogation, even if one discoverscondescension. 5 And
without exception historians and popularizers such as H. H. Bancroft, W. W. H. Davis, R. E. Twitchell, C. F. Lummis, W. G.
Ritch, and others, used the term "Mexican" to identify the Spanishspeaking natives. What happened in the decades after the Americ~m invasion and occupation of New Mexico that prompted
Spanish-surnamed natives to reject the term "Mexican"? While
the' Pueblo Indians might have halfway humorously dubbed the
Spanish settlers Pee-peed-deh or "Wet-heads,"6 why is it. that
epithets have degenerated to the point where today a 20-year'-Old
student dislikes being called "Mexican," because it makes him feel
as if he "were a wetback from Mexico." In asense, Nativos have
gone from "Wet-heads" to "Wet-backs," and they. despise the
deterioration of their image.
Erna Fergusson contends that "Spanish-American" was invented
in 1918 to identify native New Mexicans serving in World War I,
since "Mexican" tended to indicate to Americans ignorant of New
Mexico customs that such soldiers were actually aliens. 7 Nancie
Gonzalez states that the rather sudden upsurge in the use of
"Spanish-American" after the First World War was directly related to the prejudice and discrimination emerging against the
Spanish-speaking during the 1920'S and 1930'S.8 But why should
prejudice suddenly surface in such a virulent form that it would·
prompt people to substitute a 'more euphemistic-sounding term of
identity?
.
There were several reasons. First, the steadily increasing flow of
Mexican nationals into the United States from 1910 onward established the context. 9 If this was indeed a period witnessing "the end
of American innocence," as Henry F. May in his book of the same
name contends, then perhaps it was also a period of the end of
New Mexican innocence. The territory became a state in this
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decade, and its people, anxious to show their Americanism after the
long delay, marched off to war, called themselves "Spanish-Americans," recognized the nativist sentiment leading to immigration restriction in the 1920'S, and moved quickly to disassociate themselves from the poverty-stricken migrant laborers from Mexico
filtering through, if not staying in, their state. Then too, sitting
next to them in the Congress, were Texans who were leading the
struggle to exclude Mexicans from entry into the country.l0 The
seething racist statements of the period could only convince
Nativos of the wisdom of calling themselves "Spanish-American."
The Depression must have also exacerbated dormant feelings of
antagonism which caused Anglos and Nativos to use "Mexican"
and "Gringo" in an increasingly derogatory manner. The result
was that the term "Mexican" was progressively accruing the many
unsavory connotations which it still conjures up in the minds of
so many New Mexicans of whatever ethnic connection. Finally,
there was the heavy influx of soldiers from other regions of the
United States who looked upon Nativos with their strange language and customs as quaint-and-not-quite Americans and really
rather alien "Mexicans." However Anglos may view what they
regard as Nativo hypersensitivity, it is a fact that servicemen, and
perhaps even worse, their wives and children, coming from Middle
America often viewed a tour of duty in New Mexico as one protecting inferior colonials. The Spanish New Mexican senses this in
the rude manner, the supercilious eyebrow, the upturned head,
the curled lip, and abrupt tone of voice of his alleged protector
from Joplin, Kokomo, Big Spring, Austin, or Peoria. The author has
seen and felt such an attitude in New Mexico as well as in "'occupied" Germany in the early 1950'S and "allied" Europe later on. It
is no wonder that such attitudes are often boomeranging today in
many areas ofthe world.
In the 1972 survey, however, even some Nativos who have seemingly escaped from accommodating their ethnic terminology to
dominant Anglo value judgments still deem it necessary to make a
clear distinction between themselves and Mexicans. Some people
who accept the term "Chicano" as the most proper description of
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their identity are among this group. For example, a 31-year-old
male answered Question no.' 5 by circling "Chicano" and Question
no. 6 by Circling "Mexican." He explained the former by saying, "I
feel that 'Chicano' is a word coined, by our own people and encompasses all Spanish cultures;" but he repudiates the latter by
emphasizing, "All Chicanos are not [italics his] of 'Mexican'
descent." A 40-year-old teacher also explained his preference for
the "Chicano" label "because of its sense of unity and power implications," but in a number of cases among both men and women
the' idea of connecting this avant-garde term with anything explicitly Mexican is rejected.
, Only 16% of the male respondents chose "Chicano" as the word
least describing their ethnicity. Yet this small group has very strong
feelings about the word. The mildest kind of explanation for repudiating it is given by a college-educated "planner" in his thirties:, "I
say 'Chicano' because I am confused as to what the word itself
means;" whereas a 25-year-old, college-educated pilot fairly bristles
in saying, "Popular phrases leave me cold."
The inferiority theme, as in the case of the term "Mexican," is
repeated in some answers, such as that of a '60-year-old professor
who opined: "La palabra Chicano lleva' consigoun Significado
inferior." The same type of explan~tion is provided by a 47-yearold federal government employee who wrote: "My descendants
[sic lare Spanish-there is no question about that-but I am and
prefer' to be identified as American. I have no ethnic ties with
Mexico but if I did I would be proud. I dislike the term 'Chicano'
since some people still infer it to mean a lower class of people." And
finally a 45-year-old general contractor explained his answer by
asserting, "This word to me is equal to 'chicanery' or 'Summato'
and is insulting." Indeed, he favored Eugene Gallegos, the 1972
candidate for Congress, because he "will end or do away with the
label, 'Chicano' and stop the 'Mono' image of people of Spanish
descent which recently prevails."ll
'
Question no. 6 also has some other interesting and significant
statistics, particularly if one combines the sex and age categories as
in Table II. The group which least identifies with the term
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TABLE II

6. Circle the word that least describes your ethnic affiliation:
H ispano
No Answer
Male
.
. .. 14%
22%
Female
.
.
15%......
. .14%
26%.
.
Age: 20 and under ...
4%
Age: 21 to 30 .
. ..... 17%. .. ...
.
14%
Age: 31 to 40
....... 10%..
.
14%
9%
24%
Age: 41 and over ...

"Hispano" is the youth twenty years of age and under; more than
a fourth specifically reject the word to describe their ethnicity;
This is the group that is also least reluctant to make a choice on
the question, with only 4% declining to answer. It also appears
that' the older a person is the less likely he is to reject the term
"Hispano." And finally the two groups most reluctant to answer
the question are males and those people 41 years old or older (22%
and 24% respectively).
The repudiation of the term "Hispano" of course is related to
the greater preference held for other ethnic descriptions in New
Mexico. In the author's experience, however, it is also related to
the fact that many New Mexicans are simply not cognizant of the
word in terms of usage and definition. The author was born and
raised in Albuquerque and cannot remember ever hearing that
term used in the Barelas area or anywhere else in New Mexico
until very recently. The word "Hispano" seems to have been used
almost exclusively by scholars and professional writers to describe
Spanish-speaking New Mexicans. Today its use is becoming more
widespread, but it is still not a popular term in the same sense as
the words "Spanish" or "Spanish-American." For example, a 24year-old teacher circled "Hispano" for Question no. 6 and explained her choice by simply saying, "I don't fully understand the
term." A 24-year-old female student rejected "Hispano" because
it "does not relate to anything pertaining to ethnic background in
this part of the United States." A 35-year-old computer operator
explained his preference for "Spanish-American" by defining the
alternate terms: "I don't know the meaning of the word IChicano i .
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'Hispano' to me means somebody from Spain which I am not.
'Mexican':is ~omebody that was born in Mexico which I was not."
And finally a 54-year-old male educational counselor really tops
them all, rejecting "Hispano" by exclaiming, "It sounds so Iberian."
Since most categories of respondents decline to answer Ques~
tion no. 6 at a 14% rate, why is it that males and persons 41 years
old and older refuse to answer the question at much higher rates
(22% and 24% respectively)? The questionnaires provide no clue,
sillce ordinarily no comments were made when the question was
not answered. From one's experience with New Mexicans, however, it is possible to hazard some educated guesses on the reasons.
For one thing, these two categories of respondents seem to be
especially sensitive to possible charges of separating and differen~
fiating themselves from other Spanish-speaking groups and therec
fore simply decline to respond to a question which,. if answered,
effectively negates and rejects a cultural relative. In addition, it
is likely that they inherently feel a strong tie to all the choices provided, even though they may identify with one term more than
others, and therefore refuse to exclude any particular label.
In shifting attention to the age categories in Table III, some further conclusions emerge on feelings of identity. Among the more
obvious indications is that the younger a person is, the more
"Chicano" .he feels. Forty-eight per cent of, those twenty mid
under prefer the term "Chicano" to describe their ethnic affilia,.
tion. This percentage declines to 36% and 32% for those in their
twenties and thirties respectively, and finally to only 15% for the
oldest group. To be sure, the word "Chicano" is not anything new
to people living in Spanish-speaking barrios. The author well remembers the term being used as early as the 1940'S among certain people seemingly having a feeling of close kinship to Mexico.
'The term is novel' only in the sense that it has been recently dls~
covered by the wider public.
The preference shown by teenagers for the term is undoubtedly
linked to the unity leaders among the Spanish-speaking in the
United States, who have made a concerted effort to gain wider
acceptance of "Chifano" as the generic umbrella covering all Indo-
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TABLE III

AGE:

20 and
Under

AGE:

21 to
30

AGE:

31 to
40

AGE:

41 and
Over

5. Best describes ethnicity.
Chicano
.48%
Hispano
'0
0
Mexican
Spanish-Amero
44%
American
4%
All but Mexican .. 4%
Chicano
36%
Hispano
2%
Mexican or
Mexican-Amer. . 10%
Spanish-Amer. . .. 41 %
American
5%
Coyote
3%
All of them
3%

Chicano
32%
Hispano
8%
Mexican or
Mexican-Amer. . 3%
Spanish-Amero at
Spanish
49%
Others
5%

Chicano
Hispano
Mexican or
Mexican-Amer.
Spanish-Amero
American
Others
Refuse to identify
No Answer

15%
13%
. 9%
46%
8%
5%
. 1%
3%

6. Least describes ethnicity.
Chicano
11 %
Hispano
26%
Mexican
44%
Spanish-Amero
4%
None
11%
No Answer
4%
Chicano
Hispano

16%
17%

Mexican
... 27%
Spanish-Amero ... 14%
2%
Anglo
White
. 2%
All except Chicano 3%
None
.
5%
No Answer
... 14%
Chicano
Hispano

... 14%
.... 10%

Mexican

... 46%

Spanish-Amero
Reject None
Reject all
No Answer

11 %
4%
1%
14%

Chicano
Hispano

34%
9%

Mexican
Spanish-Amero

24%
7.5%
1.5%
24%

Raza
No Answer
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Hispanic peoples. And their drive .has produced results, particularly among the youth and younger adults. On the other hand,
while 48% of the youth identify with "Chicano," a significant 34%
of people 41 years of age and older fervently dislike the term and
therefore reject it. Yet only 24% of this same group rejects "Mexican" as a proper designation, while a resounding 44% of the
youngest group repudiate it. To be sure, ."Mexican" is the most
highly rejected term among all age groups, except for the oldest
who dislike "Chicano" more than "Mexican" by a ratio of 7 to 5.
Several of the negative comments against "Chicano" quoted
earlier were made by people in their forties and beyond. But perhaps the comments made by two over-forty persons, one male, one
female, rather typify the dominant strains of thought in this age
group. The 47-year-old man explained his choice of "SpanishAmerican" for Question no. 5 and "Chicano" for Question no. 6
by saying:
My ancestors were Spaniards who colonized New Mexico and
established their culture here. . . . The term 'Chicano' is a catchall one which pretends to include all Spanish-speaking people. It is
undoubtedly a corruption of 'Mexicano' and does not adequately
identify the diverse Spanish-speaking population of the U.S. It
would be ridiculous, for instance, to identify Cubans and Puerto
.
Ricans as 'Chicanos.'

On the other hand, a 4 i -year-old woman chooses "Mexican" as
best describing her ethnicity because "even though I am 'of
Spanish descent, my people have intermarried with the Indi~n."
But she rejects the term "Chicano" because "the true meaning of
Chicano is small boy-coming .from. the word chico-meaning
small." Although most over-forty Nativos would not go as far as this
woman in accepting "Mexican" (only 9% did)', nevertheless tIley
show the greatest' reluctance among any age group to reject it
outright.
The confusion of nationality and ethnicity fostered by the term
"Mexican" and exemplified by the 41-year-old woman just mentioned is the primary reason for rejecting the term, as indicated
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previously. In fact, the 3I-tO-40 age group rejected "Mexican" at
the rate of 46%, the highest of any age group, and most often used
the argument of nationality confusion to support their rejection.
A 33-year-old male case worker, for example, explains it this way:
Miafiliaci6n ha sido siempre mas cerca con Hispanos como grupo
etnico y me considero Hispano por esta raz6n ... , pero los derechos
civiles bajo quales vivo me hacen sentir orgullo de ser Americano
tambien. . . . Siendo del norte de Nuevo Mexico, los rasgos que
tengo con qualquier .cosa Mexicana son mas al· nivel de turista que
origen nacional.

Then,again, a 37-year-old "Jack-of-all trades" circled none of the
choices under Question no. 5 and then with some consistency of
argument circled all of the choices under Question no. 6. He explained his actions by. describing himself as an American of
Mexican descent: "First and last I'm American born [italics his].
First class citizen with Mexican culture, which I'm proud of and
which neither Mexico nor the U.S.A. can understand." Such arguments are not restricted to anyone age group either. Scanning the
comments of all age groups, the most consistent reason given for
rejecting "Mexican" is that it signifies foreign birth and alienation
from the United States.
The word, in any case, has always been most unsatisfactory as a
designation of ethnic identity. It fosters alien connotations with all
the negative implications for the chauvinistic mind. The author
well remembers as a youth attending Albuquerque parochial
schools, where the question was often asked, "What is your
nationality?" and one responded anxiously by saying, "Spanish."
The term "nationality" to mean ethnicity is still being used today,
as one discovers in many of the comments made in the questionnaire. In fact, this confusion has been fostered unwittingly by
Nativos themselves, when in earlier times especially theydistinguished themselves from Anglos by calling the latter "Americanos" and themselves "Mexicanos." In the 1972 survey several
respondents said their parents made just such a distinction, although. one person presumed to think that in using the term
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"Mexicano" his father really meant "Spanish-American." How,"
ever, to many an Anglo hearing "Mexicano" being used as a term
of identity, it could only condition him further to view Spanishspeaking people as rather alien, which' he was predisposed to do
anyway.
Two corollary questions (Questions nos. 19 and 22) were included in the survey and may be of some significance in gauging
the impact of those working for a unified identity among the
Spanish-speaking. In Table IV percentages for the three most important answers are submitted and compared with those of Questions nos. 5 and 6.
As noted earlier, the largest number of those preferring "Chicano" ,belong to the youngest age group. However, this is obviously a very recent development, because only 7% of such
young people used "Chicano" ten years ago, as opposed to 48%
today. Since seven times as many youngsters identify with
"Chicano" in 1972, one can only conclude that the movement
for, Chicano unity has had a startling effect on young people.
A related factor is l;lndoubtedly the use of the term "Chicano" by
an ever-widening group of parents who have transferred such new
identity values to their offspring. Those under twenty-one indicate
that their parents use the term at the rate of 22%, the highest percentage of any group considered in the survey. Their parents
probably come from the 31-to-40 age group, and in any case all
other age groups show a significant increase in use of the term
since 1962.
Thirty-six' per cent of those in their twenties now use "Chicano," contrasted to only 8% ten years ago, meaning that more
than four times as many are using it today than used it in 1962.
Thirty-two per cent of those in their thirties now use "Chicano,"
as opposed to 14% in 1962, meaning the number in this age
bracket is more than double what it wa~ earlier. The percentage
of those using the term among'the oldest people has also more
than doubled, although in absolute percentage (15%) this age
group shows the least inclination to use it.
.
There are some significant clues to the r~asons why those 41

~
TABLE IV

5. Best describes
ethnicity
AGE:

20 and
Under
AGE:

21 to
30

AGE:

31 to
40

AGE:

41 and
Over

6. Least describes
ethnicity

19. 10 years ago,
word used

Chicano
. . . . . . . . . . .. 48%
.. .. ..
0
Mexican
Spanish-Amero
44%

............ 11%
44%
. 4%

7%
15%
48%

. 36%

. ........... 16%

8%

. 10%
. 41%

. ........... 27%
............ 14%

. 32%

Chicano
Mexican or
Mexican-Amer
Spanish-Amero
Chicano
Mexican or
Mexican-Amer.
Spanish-Amero
Chicano ...
Mexican or
Mexican-Amer.
Spanish-Amero

22. Word parents
used

............ 22%
............ 11%
............ 41%
............

9%

16%
60%

........... 14%
........... 52%

............ 14%

14%

........... 10%

3%
. 49%

............ 46%
............ 11%

11%
61%

............ 14%
............ 56%

15%

............ 34%

6%

........... 1.5%

9%
. 46%

............ 24%
............ 7.5%

...... 13.5%
...... 61%

28%
42%

.......

TABLE V

5. Best describes
ethnicity
MALE

FEMALE

Chicano
- Mexican __ .....
Spanish-Amero
Chicano
Mexican
'-Spanish-Amer.

.

6. Least describes
ethnicity

38%
4%
38%

............ 16%
.
32%
............ 12%

23%
7%
54%

26%
37%
6%

19. 10 years ago,
word used
15%

15%
53%

22. Word parents

used
-

9%
... 23%
48%

3%

9%

12%

15%

64%

52%

0-

w
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years old and older reject the term "Chicano" more often than
"Mexican." Their parents use or used "Chicano" at the rate of
only 1t2% but called themselves~'Mexican" at a 28% rate, the
highest percentage of any category considered in this study. This
being so, it is easier to understand why such people would reject
"Chicano" more than they do "Mexican" to describe their ethnic
affiliation. The simple fact of parental example seems crucial
here. Add to that the general tendency of older people to be more
conservative, and one emerges with an even fuller answer. And
finally only 6% of this group used "Chicano" ten years ago, the
lowest percentage of people using it, with the exception of women
(see Table V).
With the growing use of "Chicano" among all categories of
Spanish-speaking people, there has been a corresponding decline
in the use of the terms "Spanish-American" and "Mexican." For
example, ten years ago 60% of people in their twenties used
"Spanish-American" to identify their ethnic origins; yet only 41%
use it today, a drop of approximately one-third, the heaviest decline in any group surveyed. If one adds this to the decline in the
use of "Mexican" from 16% in 1962 to 10% in 1972, one can
readily account for most of the increase in the use of "Chicano"
among people between 21 and 30 years of age. The same is true
of those in their thirties, who in 1962 liked the "SpanishAmerican" tag at the rate of 6 1 % but today use it only at a 49%
rate. Combine this 12% drop with the 8% decline in their use of
the "Mexican" label, and one can account for the rise in the use
of "Chicano" among people from 31 to 40 years of age.
Again, the two most interesting age groups for comparing increases and declines are the youngest and the oldest people. The
decline in the use of "Mexican" among teenagers is drastic and
the number using it today is so small that it is no longer significant
enough statistically to provide even a percentage; in other words,
the number is effectively zero. At the same time, however, the
decline in the use of "Spanish-American" is minimal, a loss of
only four percentage points to 44%. What, then, accounts for the
soaring jump in the last ten years in the use of "Chicano" among
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youth? Wh~ch t~rms d~c;lin~d in use? "Hispano" (frqrq 4%) anq:
"M~xiCf\n" dropp~d to an effectiv.e zero. The fact t}lat 22% were,
too young to 8;nswer Question no. 19 may acc~unt for ~e 4.1.% ri~e
i~ t~e use of the term "Chicano" among .yo~th. sillce the. early;
196o~.
. .
On the ~ther h,mq, the. qlclest group shows a, 15% clycHne in
"h-Amencan.
.
" Th
" M " " 1ess, t07
th.e use 0,f "s.P'illllS
• ey a1so USe€;XICan
day; by a,~Qut4% or 5%. Yet the use of "Chicano" rose by only
Q% (f~oIJi 6% tql 5%). What other labels did thes~ pe.opleja,dopt
as best fitting their ethnicity? There are two terms which sinc~
1962 have gained in popularity by 5% each among the oldest
" " an d "H"lspano. "
group: "Amencan
To complete the historical picture, the statistics. b;;1Sed on sex
an~ p~ov!deq. in Table V. They sho~. that teI).. years ago 15% of
males used "Chicano" to define their ethnicity, whereas. today a
stro~g 38% use it, a substantial· rise of 23 percentage points. At
the same time the use of "Spanish-American" dropped by 15
percentage points and "Mexican" by 11 percentage points. "Hispano," on the other hand, rose from 6% to 9%. Neyert~eless, the
real gain among males since 1962 has been in. the u.se of
"Chicano."
.
Women used "Chi<::ano" only slightly ten years ago (3 %); yet
today 23% use it. In tpe same period the use of the term "Hispano" has remained constant at 5%, while use of "SpanishAmerican" and "Mexican" has declined, ten and n,ve percentage
points. !e~p~f.ti.vely: LJse of "Amerjcan" h.as risen froFll 4,% i~. 1962
to 7% in 1972 among women, while another 4% say.th~t ten years
ago they used no particular term to describe their ethnic affiliation.
Taki.ng Span.is4. New Mexicans. as a whole,.t4.e.t~erpjs ,cle~rly
to u?e"Chjcapo" to describe. etbnic affiliation, although·it is.. still.
f~r: frorn.amajority ph epoII1enop. Ten years ago, Nativosidenti.fied
with the,teID).'''Cpicano'' by only 9%; in 1972 they are, identifying.
theII1~elYe~. as "Chicanqs" by over. 30%. This, "Chicano" .upsurge,
in"ipe l'ls.t ten, years ha,s witnessed an overall decline. in th~ uSe.
of "Sp:lnis~~America~" from asolid 58% in. 1962 to an ¢ma,ciated
45% tod~y., V¥ho wouJd have. thought a. generation ago. that tpe
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overwhelming and nearly sacrosanct term "Spanish-American"
would sink in primary usage to less than a majority in New
Mexico. Of course, this is not to say that it is not being used as an
alternate expression of identity for many who consider "Chicano"
or some other term as primary.
Why would there continue to be such use of "Spanish-American" as a secondary term? And what reasons were given by respondents for its extensive use ten years ago? Perhaps some brief,
but pointed, comments to Question no. 19 provide a partial
answer:
"It was the accepted term."
"Most widely accepted."
3. "The 'accepted' word for the time with no derogatory
implications."
4. "Sounded better than 'Mex' or 'Greaser.'''
5. "Spanish-American was used commonly."
6. "The 'in' term at the time."
7. "Because of the education given to me by my grandparents and
parents."
8. "I was taught in school to say that by Anglos."
9. "Its what we were told we were."
10. "Because that's the way it's written on all forms in public
schools."
I I. 'Ten years ago, I never even thought about it. To tell you the
truth the reason it didn't much matter-the teachers never
asked the question."
12. "A.. [Chicano]-among friends. D. [Spanish-American] in
schooL"
I •

2.

As the above quotations show so well, the "Spanish-American"
of New Mexico is a classic example of the "other-directed" person
in American society. His cultural posture has been defensive over
the years, particularly so in the twentieth century. In contrast to
other unassimilated minorities and even his. own in other states
who have resorted at times to everyone of the classic troika of
accommodation, resistance, and separation to maintain their dignity
and culture in a racist America, the New Mexico Nativo has gen-
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erally tried simply to accommodate in good faith. This has left
him in a deteriorating 'cultural position as the state has come more
and I11ore' under Anglo domination in this century.
The fate of the Spanish language in New Mexico is a case in
point. And -the attitudes of self-professed "objective" historians in
dealing with the language problem have not helped to clarify the
issue.
Example. In a chapter called "The Spanish Heritage," Warren
A. Beck descends from his Olympian heights of historical objectivity to scold ancestral Nativ9s in his inimitable way:
The insistence of the Spanish-speaking people upon the retention
of their status and the resulting guarantees which they wrote into
the state constitution have unquestionably retarded education in
New Mexico-so much so, in fact, that one observer wryly remarked,
This is the only state where the students are illiterate in two
languages.'12

Proceeding from such pronouncements to a more scholarly consideration in the next two paragraphs, Beck nonetheless concludes
that Nativos "simply did not look upon 'book learning' with the
same reverence that the English frontiersmen did," and then goes
on to resurrect what Professor John H. Vaughan in 1921 called
the "oft-repeated slander" that an 1889 law required that school
teachers simply be able to read and write either Spanish or
English, which Dean Vaughan called a careless error resolved in
1893 when the words "school teacher" were stricken from the
statute. I3 Professor Beck's "objectivity" then carries him on to a
sublimated tongue-lashing of those who have idealized Spanish
New Mexico by ironically sighing:
But, alas, this world in which everyone was happy was to be
despoiled by the Anglo-American. Writers portray the confusion of
the Spanish-American as his world fell down around his shoulders
much the same way the South collapsed after the Civil War. 14

However Beck may feel about it, such concern was real and not
one held only by "romantic" writers but also by political leaders
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such as Governor William 'Carr Lane. In a message to tHe New
MexiCo legislature on Decemb'er 7, 1852, Governor Lane adnionished New Mexicans on the matter:
I also urge upon all to learn the English langua'ge and 'to adopt all
the customs of the United States, that are suitable and proper for
this country. But I do not advise them (the Mexican people) to
change any of their beneficial or praiseworthy customs, nor do I
advise them to forget their parent stock, and the proud recollections
that cluster around Castilian history: I do not advise ,them to disuse
their beautiful language, to lay aside their dignified manners and
punctilious attention to the proprieties of social life, and I sincerely
hope that the profound deference that is now paid to, age ,by the
young Will Uilderg<;> no change. . . . True it is, that the Mexican
people have been always noted for their distinguished manners and
Chnsti~n customs, it is orily to be r~gretted to see that some of their
good usages are disappearing little by little before what is called
progress in our days.15

Nativos took such advice to heart, as they were predisposed to do
by the pride they felt for their cultural heritage, and they therefore insisted among other things that Article XII, Section 8, of the
State Constitution read:
TIe legislature shall proVide for the training of teachers in the
normal schools or otherwise so that they may Be~ome proficient in
both the English and Sp~nlsh languages, to qualify tHem to teach
Spanish-speaking pupilS ,ahd students in the public scHools ahd
educational institutions of the state; and shall provide proper means
and methoq,s to faciiitate the teaching of the English language and
other branches of learning to such pupils and students.
That such a legacy has never been implemented in New Mexico
almost goes without saying. That "perfect equality" in public
schools which Article XII, SeCtion 10, of the Constitution also
enjoinsllas been for an intents and purposes a dead letter in state
history. Perhaps it would be well for Anglo historians such as
Warren A. Beck to research the "mind" of the, Spanish New
Mexican before arriving at any essential conclusions on his
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plight. it would he ,wise, for example, to r~fer to the work. of
George I. Sancnezwho i~ 1.940 reminded New Mexico and :the
rest of th~ natiqri df itS stillb6~n obligations to an ·obliging b{Ii:
l:0J,lqueredpeople. .Sanchez knew by eXpeiience the effective
fallacy of 'those 'original constitutional provisions:
Children leave school not only without,

a mast~rY

of .subjeci:-

piatte'r Nrida~entals, but ~ithou:t ~asterY of a laIigt't~ge. The short

an

'ti~e they spend in school they devote to rote leami'ng in
{mperfectly undei:sto6d tongue. . . . The one language (Spanish) that
is cOIl).prehensible to these children is completely igli'ored. Their
lin,Ut~d ,proficiency in that language is not used as a base for, !by
;n~:w. language or for the development of proficiency in . . . vital
fields. . . .16
/

Perhaps the Nativo has indeed been too obliging. W. S. Burke,
the superintendent of schools for Bernalillo County, reported in
1885 that the Spanish New Mexicans were enthusiastic for
proper education, especially education in English, which
prompted district directors to offer a higher sal,ary to teachers who
could instmct· in English, an orieritation which undoubtedly
r~i:hforced the situation of which Mr. Sanchez spoke ~h i 940.17
The result is that in I 96~ an Anglo Attorney General offers an
opirtlon drl Aitic1e XIi, Section 8, of die Cbnsdilitiori". whien
u!lderstandably rati?n~liz~s a~ay the obviou,s iJ,ltent of; the .provision but recognizes, a significapt corollary which if implemeI1;t~d
in the past would have saved the Nativo much sorrow. The
pointe<! opinion simply accentuates the neglect: "As a practICal
matth', how~v~r, billy those t~~chers ,who are kilowledge~1:lle in
SpanisH w(jukl !?e aBle to teach ~ st~deilt. ~ho. can bnly c6rivers~
in Spanish."ls The use, of the ~ubjupctive tense iis w~ll t~k,eri,
~ince. such conditions have seldom been applied in the New
Mexico. paSt..
In the end, however, one cim say that the Spanish New
~e;cica~, his langtiage;and his ciIltiire have survive~, a littl,e
battered and tattered arid beaten perhaps, but they" have sur~
"iVeJ: E~~n.·a· rather insensitive historian can celebrate such
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retention by writing, "The Spanish language . . . has not only
persisted, but promises to do so for a very long time to come,
enriching the idiom and the civilization in ways which every
observer can at least partially evaluate."lll To be. sure. But such
enrichment could not have continued without the stubborn
insistence of Nativos, even to the point of constitutional provision,
to retain their language and culture. Nevertheless, that "stronger
or more dynamic" element that a historian also celebrates20 has
slowly undermined that unique culture, leaving New Mexico
today with so many culturally deprived Nativos who speak a
marginal Spanish or no Spanish at all. Such a development
creates the necessity for a unified movement of Nativos, many
believe, to prevent that cultural genocide and suicide from being
consummated.

NOTES
I. See, for example, Erna Fergusson, New Mexico: A Pageant of
Three Peoples (New York, 1964), pp. 190"91, 217-18; Munro S. Edmonson, Los Manitos: A Study of Institutional Values (New Orleans: Middle
American Research Institute, 1957), p. 16; and Nancie L. Gonzalez, The
Spanish-Americans of New Mexico: A Heritage of Pride (Albuquerque,
1969), pp. x, 26-28, 78-85.
2. Every section of the city was covered; every age group was
consulted. That one can project from this study to the larger Nativo
population of the city, if not the state, is surely valid. In any case,
Albuquerque is the largest and most central city, drawing people from
the various regions of the state. In addition, if William Brink and Louis
Harris can generalize from their survey of about a thousand· Blacks
(Black and White: A Study of U.S. Racial Attitudes Today, New York,
1¢6) forthe larger Black population in the United States which tgtals
over 20 million (22.6 million according to the 1970 census), then surely
the answers of 229 individuals are generally valid for an Albuquerque
(city proper) Spanish-speaking or Spanish-origin population of approximately 65,000 to 67,000, depending on the identifiers. See 1970 CensUs
of Population: Supplementary Report, "Persons of Spanish Ancestry"
(Washington, D.C., U.S. Department of Commerce Publication, Bureau
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of the Census, 1973), pp. 6, 14. The questionnaire consisted of 35 items.
Only· four questions are used in this article, a preliminary to a booklength work based on the results of the entire survey. The author considers his work on Nativo identity as an exercise in sociological history, in.
contrast to conventional social history. He a·ccepts the dictum of E. H.
Carr who declared: "I would only say that the more sociological history
becomes, and the more historical sociology becomes, the better for both.
Let the frontier between them be kept wide open for two-way traffic." See
E. H. Carr, What Is History? (New York, 1963), p. 84.
3. Although 94% of the respondents indicated they were bilingual,
this Mexican immigrant was one of the very few who completed a
Spanish-language questionnaire. Initially 400 copies of the questionnaire.
were printed in Spanish. This proved to be a waste of time, effort; paper,
and printer's ink. Only fifteen persons chose the Spanish-language form.
A choice was afforded mos~ everyone, except for a minimal number who
.
received their questionnaires through the mail.
4. The most negative comments on the term "Mexican" are expressed
by those under twenty-one years of age. This group also shows one of the
highest percentages fQr rejecting "Mexican." See Table III.
5. For example, Charles F. Lummis pictured N ativos in this colorful
but condescending way: "Last of all, the Mexicans; inbred and isolation
shrunken descendants of the Castilian world-finders; living almost as
much against the house as in it; ignorant as slaves, and more courteous
than kings; poor as Lazarus, and more hospitable than Croesus; Catholics
from A to Izzard." From The Land of Poco Tiempo (Albuquerque, 1952),
p. 3. Also in History of New Mexico: Its Resources and People (Los
Angeles, 1907), vol. 2, p. 528, is this notation: "Old Albuquerque is now
almost entirely Mexican, and has a population· of about 1,200 people,
while new Albuquerque, which dates as a city from 1891, is composed of
enterprising Americans and Europeans and a few Mexicans. It is modern
in every respect and has a population of some 12,000 people."
6. The epithet "Wet-head" referred to the Spanish Catholic practice
of baptism. See Lummis, p. 36.
7. Fergusson, p. 218.
8. Gonzalez, pp. 80-81.
9. In the decade, 1911-1920, the official Mexican immigration was
219,004, placing Mexico in seventh position among all countries contributing immigrants to the United States. In the. following decade,
however, Mexico led all nations, except for Canada, in providing immigrants to the United States. The total Mexican immigration for.
1921-1930 was 459,287. Undoubtedly the immigration restriction laws
of the 1920'S severely reduced the European immigration. See Report of the
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Select

Commis~on

on Western Hemisphere Immigration

(~as?~ngton,

D,C., U.S. Government Printing Office, 1968), p. 28.
." .
. 10. See Roclolfo Acuna, Occupied AmeriCa: The Chica,no's S~gg~,
Towardr:ibera.tion(SanFrancisco,197~),p:'135et.seq:
' ., ,' . . ,:,
1 I. Most of the. quo!ations in th~se twb paragraph.~, except for, t!J..e,
first, are from. People
identify th<;:mseh:es' as "~ddJ.e cla~~:" . T,he
"planner" refused t() choose upper, middle, or working class desi&Il:a.tio~s;
instead h~ added a fourth choice of "happy," which he. checke~ ~th the
explanation: "It [social status] doesn't matter, so long as I'~ happy:" In
fact, suc~ an attitude is 'fairly prevalent, including a~0rlgprof~ssioJ?als
with higher'inc·omes. One man in his tNrties.su~I11ariz~d his fe~~ings by
saying, "Pendejo for putting up wi.th. this class bull-. I' ain, "Y.ha~ laJ:I.l:rich poor. And I'm happy about it. Just being bilingual, bic~ltura!; With.
enough camalas and camales to share my meager beim,s, chili. y to:g!l\as,
thai: to me: is the best clas~ there is." The term "Surumato" has definite
class connotations. At a conf~r~n~e
held
at Ghost Ra~~h,
Ne~
M~:ki~o;.
"
.. -'
. , '. ",'
", "
,"
"'j" .
May 14-17, 1972, Profess()r Ruben Cobos of the Univ~!S!ty of New
Ml1xico explained. it thi~ way: "\N,he!1 th~ Mexican.:na~ion,~~s ca~~ loq¥i,ng
for work, they wciuld form a line and the owners of the Rlantations w~l,lld
sit down with a notebook to' take the name of the Mexican national and
his origin, the place where he was coming from. You ~~ui~ haYe.·~~ybe
20 people co~ing in frpm, SU,rumat(j, I;; peopl~ coming iu'froIllTor,r~6n,
20 people coming in f~om Jallsco, an~' they would say; they ~?~ld give
the name, 'Juan G6mez, Jalisco, h()w do you spell Jalisco?' 'OIl" speIr it
in your own way.' ... Well, you iiav~ 20 pe<?ple c~ming. in fro~ the
littl~ town of Surumato-Pe'dro G6mez,Surumato, Juan G6IDez,'Su~ml:!to,
Enrico A~varez,. Surn.mato, and a,fe~ New 1\1e~c~ns tha~ w~~~ .!isten!ng
there say, 'Hey, these guys are Surumatos,' and there ~~. have t~~,hirth of,
one'term used'by the people 6f norther~ New Mexico to, apply, tOl\1~x:!~3;P.
nai:i~nals that c~lI:nein ~eie by the e~(of the nin~te~nth ce.l1f~Iry,IC><?¥~ng
for work. Be'cause these people wer~ lan,dowrl-f:rs, t~ese. p~Op'It;.w7r~~e,1l~·
to-do, they 106~edd~WI1 on
M<rxican nat,ionals, comi,ng in t~locik/or
work, and they called them Surumatos and ·t~ey. ca}l th~~ s~:rurn~t~s to
this day." The term "Surumato," therefore, is used' il1, a, derogatory, se;I1se
practically everywhere in the state. It carries with it the s~m.e ,conIlotatipns
as the tenn '\yetback."
,. 12. Warren A. Beck, New Mexico: A History of Four Centu.ri~s
(Norman, 19(2), pp. 206·08~
,
'13. 'J!Jhn' H. Va~ghan, History and Gove!mne"!t of New M~9,o .
(State College., New l\1exi~o, 1921), p~ 219. See also "An Act Pr~vjCli!lg
for the Qualification of Justice of the Peace, Constables and Oth~i
O£&cers" in 1889 Acts Of the Legislative Assembly of the' Territory

who.
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New Mexico, Twenty-Eighth Session (Santa Fe, 1889) and Chapter X of
1893 Acts of the Legislative Assembly of the Territorr of New Mexico,
Thirtieth Session (Santa Fe, 1893).
14. Beck, p. 321.
15. Quoted in Ralph E. TWitchell, The Leading Facts of New Mexican History (Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 1912), vol. 2, p. 171.
16. George I. Sanchez, Forgotten People: A Study of New Mexicans
(Albuquerque, 1940), p. 79·
17. Quoted in History of New Mexico: Its Resources and People,
vol. I, p. 248.
18. Attorney General Opinion, No. 68-15, February I, 1968, III
Report of the Attorney General of New Mexico (Santa Fe, 1969), p. 30.
19. Beck, p. 317.
20. Ibid., p. 217.
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